
R E A ,  c r e a t i v e  s o l u t i o n s .

REA plastic trolleys for storing and moving flower arrangements, 

wreaths, flowers, etc. are ideal in terms of their use. They are hygienic, 

low-noise, multi-functional, reliable and have a neutral appearance. 

Highly recommended for funeral homes.
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The solut ion

REA plastic storage systems are modular and simple to use.  They offer an ideal solution for every 

storage problem.  Your particular requirements are of prime importance.  In addition, all systems 

can be produced as static or mobile.  Mobility offers practical added value.  REA plastic storage 

systems enable you to work comfortably and you are guaranteed many years of optimal quality.

Working Comfortably

It goes without saying that you like to work comfortably in your own 

environment.  REA plastic trolleys make a practical contribution to this 

when taking delivery of, storing and moving flower arrangements, 

wreaths, flowers, plants etc.  REA is familiar with the criteria and offers 

custom-built solutions and more …

Qual i ty

Characteristic of REA Trolleys is that they are low-noise when being 

moved around and they have a neutral appearance.  In addition, they 

are easy to operate and maintenance free.  On account of the 

construction and the use of high-quality materials, the systems are 

extremely durable.
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The story is actually extremely simple. In 1964, the founder of REA, Siebe Rijploeg, developed a plastic storage rack. The rack was as simple 

as it was revolutionary. REA was the first to produce a plastic storage system that satisfied an urgent need in the food industry. It was finally 

possible for food to be stored in a hygienically responsible manner. In other sectors too, including the hospitality sector, hospitals and other 

care institutions, funeral parlours, rehabilitation units, swimming pools and sports facilities, the storage systems were found to meet specific 

requirements. Over the years, REA has built up an excellent reputation. Every day, professionals throughout the world experience the ease 

and benefits of REA plastic storage systems.

• durable      • all plastic        • flexible design
   • easy to assemble       • efficient       • low-noise

    • maintenance-friendly       • hygienic

More information available from: 


